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Last year was a challenging year,  especial ly for entrepreneurs
and budding entrepreneurs.  From my conversations with
entrepreneurs across the country,  the key to survival  was to
figure out how to move their work online (for those who could) .  
 Some found a way to pivot and excel  while others decided to
explore other income opportunities that were not
entrepreneurial .   We also reached out to companies that we were
supporting through our efforts.   Like great organizations,  we
listened to our customers,  and at the Entrepreneurial
Development & Assistance Center (EDAC) we made a pivot too!  In
this report,  you wil l  see activit ies (Room to Grow, partnerships
with academic units,  Entrepreneurship by Demographics--women
veterans,  women entrepreneurs,  formerly incarcerated
individuals)  created from our l istening to customers and other
entrepreneurs in the community.   We found partners to further
our efforts to provide these new initiatives.   We wil l  continue to
work with entrepreneurs in the community and develop
initiatives to incorporate best practices as we work with the
academic units to bring an entrepreneurial  spirit  into the
classrooms. Whether working online,  in the community,  or
hybrid,  EDAC wil l  remain the resource for venture management
and growth.   

Improve & Progress!  

Omar S.  Muhammad
Director  

WHERE WE
ARE NOW

a year's overview
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History in the Making 

First African American Elected Chair of TEDCO’s Board of Directors
TEDCO, Maryland’s economic engine for
technology companies, announced
today that its board of directors elected
four new Executive Officers at its
annual election and welcomed a
number of new members. The newly
appointed chair of the board is Morgan
State University’s (MSU) Omar
Muhammad, replacing Myra Norton,
CEO of Arena Analytics. 

“I don’t take this opportunity for
granted. Working with other board
members several years ago, we were
able to provide diversity by investing in
entrepreneurs (African American and
women) and staffing. It is an honor to
take the role of chair for this innovative
and driven organization,” said Omar
Muhammad, chair of the board, and
director of  MSU's

 

Entrepreneurial Development and Assistance
Center (EDAC). “Myra served as chair with the
utmost integrity and I intend to continue the
momentum in this next year. After the
challenges (Global Pandemic and Racial
Inequities) posed on all of us last year, we plan
to find more ways to support our
entrepreneurs as we navigate this new
economy.”

“Omar brings many years of experience
leading support for Maryland’s entrepreneurs.
His service as board chair for TEDCO will be a
gift both to TEDCO and to the State” said Myra
Norton, former chair of the board, and CEO of
Arena Analytics. “I’m looking forward to seeing
this new board leadership continue building
the organization for its next stage of growth in
service of a thriving entrepreneurial
ecosystem in Maryland.”

Read more at: 

bit.ly/1sttedco 4



IN  SUPPORT OF. . .

 AB O U T 

NEW UNIT for EDAC: 
Office of the ProvostUniversity 

Goal 1: Enhancing Student Success  

Goal 4: Growing Morgan’s Resources  

Goal 5: Engaging with the Community

The Division of Academic Affairs, through dynamic

leadership, creates transformative opportunities that

advance knowledge, foster learning, and engage urban

communities.

More information at www.morgan.edu/academicaffairs

Title III
Creation of an entrepreneurship across

campus committee to support university

wide entrepreneurial activities. 

The above strategic priorities are in line with the objectives of Title III, Morgan

State University, and Division of Academic Affairs.

The Entrepreneurial Development & Assistance Center's (EDAC) mission is connecting
budding & existing entrepreneurs to resources for venture management and growth.
EDAC is housed on the campus of Morgan State University in the Graves School of
Business. EDAC has been assisting entrepreneurs in and around Morgan State
University since 1992.

Strategic Priorities 
FY 2022
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APITAL 
Work with area financial institutions (Community Reinvestment Act) to
educate our audience on capital and banking services available for their
business. 

ETWORKING 
Actively participating in the entrepreneurial ecosystem to help expand the
number of African American and women-owned businesses. In addition,
garner resources to impact the entrepreneurial ecosystem at the
university. 

RAINING 
Developing tools/training to help entrepreneurs scale their enterprise.  In
some cases, specialized training for specific demographics. 

COMMUNITY
Creating an online community of entrepreneurs to utilize tools from the
center to launch, operate, and grow their enterprise. 

VENTS
Conferences, providing tools to help the internal & external community
of Morgan launch, operate, and grow their enterprise.

R ESEARCH
In constant communication with the entrepreneurial community, to
identify challenge areas where the various units at the university can
offer recommendations and solutions.

WHAT WE DO...
 



217
FY '21
FY '20 

305

358
FY '21
FY '20 

370

160
FY '21
FY '20

509

MORGAN
STUDENTS

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

YOUTH
OUTREACH

THE
FIGURES

THE NUMBERS BELOW REPRESENT THE
NUMBER OF MORGAN--STUDENTS,
STAFF, FACULTY, COMMUNITY
INDIVIDUALS, ALUMNI, STUDENTS  (IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS), BUSINESS OWNERS
AND BUDDING ENTREPRENEURS
RECEIVING SERVICES FROM EDAC VIA
WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS, PODCASTS, ACCESS TO
CAPITAL, MANAGEMENT SUPPORT, PRINT
MEDIA AND ONE ON ONE COUNSELING. 
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OCTOBER 2020 -
SEPTEMBER 2021

*The change in numbers from year to year reflect COVID-19 impact on EDAC's activities. 

FY 2021
Goal: 750

RIDE (MBDA) 56
Women Business Center (SBA) 326
W.O.M.E.N. (Truist) 46 

      Other numbers



A Clean Space For You 
Started January 2020
Residential and Commercial Eco
Friendly Cleaning Company
Baltimore Office: (301) 327-3165
Philadelphia Office: (215) 970-9254
Hello@acleanspaceforyou.com
www.acleanspaceforyou.com
Social Media: @acleanspaceforyou

Morgan State University, Business
Administration, Senior 

CHRISTINA COLEMAN

What does the future of your

business look like ?

Expand ACSFY in multiple cities,

relaunch our eco friendly cleaning

product/sustainable supplies line,

and start a community impact

extension of the business that

hires young women of color

ranging from high schoolers,

college aged, and young mothers

to help them earn income cleaning

for our clients while teaching them

about business ownership, real

estate, crypto, and investing. 

How are you involved in EDAC?

Have been volunteering my

time to help teach financial

literacy concepts such as

budgeting and supporting young

women/mothers in achieving

their personal/professional

goals. 

 

How did EDAC help you?

Helped us bid on our first

government contracts which

helped us establish a framework

to secure an 8 unit Airbnb

building contract. 

 

MORGAN STUDENT
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Entrepreneurs speaking in the

classroom (Dr. Karen Proudford)
and externally to MSU students

enrolled in organizations
(Featherstone Foundation)

 

 
Providing guidance to Morgan

students interested in
entrepreneurship.

 
MNDSET Event
Clothing Manufacturing
Experience (Family &
Consumer Sciences)
W.O.M.E.N. (Peer B.E.A.R.S.)
Young CEO (Second Year
Experience) 

  
Morgan students working with

local entrepreneurs

Speaking

One on One 

Events

Internship
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Throughout the year, team EDAC connected entrepreneurs to resources to further help
them manage and grow their enterprise. Below are a few highlights...

Women event with entrepreneurs
across the country

Providing guidance on how to get
into real estate investing

Collaborating with The Community
College of Baltimore County 

Sharing strategies on how to get in
the clothing industry 

Providing resources for Black
Fathers

EDAC's monthly opportunity to
share resources and information

Alumni, students and business
owners supporting our students

Interviewing entrepreneurs across
the country 

Providing a roadmap to personal
development
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MENTOR PROTEGE PROGRAM
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Dod Mentor Protege Program

Mentors collaborated with: 
CACI, IBM

 
 

Proteges (small businesses):
 CDIT

Steelpoint 
Expansia

Rigil Corporation

Provided interns to support
corporations 
CMMI
Training/Implementation
ISO 27001:2013
Implementation
Strategic Planning
Marketplace Analytics and
Alignment Support Services 

Service Performed 

 
Learn more about the Department of Defense

Mentor Protege Program 
 

bit.ly/mentordod

http://bit.ly/mentordod


OND Vintage inspired handcrafted 

fashion curated for curvaceous women

www.etsy.com/shop/ondvintage

Omowunmi Oni-Dandridge

OWNER/Fashion Designer

 

OND Vintage

Owner/Fashion Designer

Business Started: 2018

Graduated from Morgan: 2006, Degree

in Information Systems & Sciences

EDAC has helped my business tremendously in

areas of business foundation and growth. As a

participant of the Room to Grow program the

amount of mentoring, resources and use of the

Growth Wheel system helped me better

restructure my business. The program mentors

that were selected to assist me in my business

helped me assess components that were weak

areas of my business. For example, re-evaluating

my business where I have been able to make

custom and ready to where garments as well as

provide mobile sewing workshops. I listened to

the guidance of my mentors to focus on my

clothing business and ensuring that I have a

strong enough foundation to scale. My mentors

broke down how to tell my story (branding), how

to market effectively, and how to have my

product ready for clients. 

With my type of business, it was easy for me to spend

more time creating product then ensuring my product

was reaching consumers. A great system that this

program introduced me to was the Growth Wheel and

having areas of my business magnified and organized in

a way that let me see areas where I could strengthen.

The Growth wheel allowed me to make milestones

visible and achievable. Keeping track of my business in

this manner made thing more simplified. I was grateful

to have this system send me messages when my goals

were at the 30-60-90-day mark. During this program my

one of the biggest goals was to buy my time back and

by doing so I was able to start the process of having a

few of my garments manufactured in Baltimore. This

program is a gem, and I will continue to use the Growth

Wheel as well as have communications with my mentors.

It is important for alumni to give back especially when we are still benefitting from resources
provided by a unit at Morgan like EDAC. The best way to give back is to continue to highlight the
success of EDAC at MSU as well as support initiatives that they provide.

ALUMNI HIGHLIGHT

12

http://www.etsy.com/shop/ondvintage


Room to Grow initiative involved ten (10) business owners identifying challenges within their business

and meeting for one hour per month with three (3) subject matter entrepreneurs who provided them

with guidance on their business challenges.  The initiative lasted for six months.  
13



WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHARE

REGARDING THE GROWTH OF YOUR BUSINESS DURING THIS

INITIATIVE?

The advisory board helped me to see things in myself and my business

that I may have never seen. It helped me to ask questions of myself I

wouldn't have and helped me to have vision to scale my business.

This program was very helpful. To have a group of advisors to hold me

accountable and celebrate wins with was amazing especially when

entrepreneurship can be so lonely at times.

It really allowed me the opportunity to examine what I did well

compared to what I struggled with.

 

Received a $10,000 grant

Found local manufacturer for

clothing 

Better organized

Learned how to monetize

products vs giving them away

for free

Pivot to small batches vs

making the product as ordered 

HOW DID YOUR BUSINESS GROW DURING THIS INITIATIVE?

Accounting 

SUBJECT MATTER ENTREPRENEURS

Marketing Operations
14



Room to Grow 
COMPANIES 

MURPHY L. PASCHALL
BLACK PAPER STREETWEAR
BLACKPAPERSTORE.COM/

 

NATASHA BROWN
BRAIDHER MOBILE

 

KHAYLYNN HART
THE VIRTUAL CAFE, LLC
VIRTUALCAFEVA.COM

 

OMOWUNMI ONI
DANDRIDGE

OND VINTAGE / ONDSEWYP
WWW.ETSY.COM/SHOP/

ONDVINTAGE

 

ALAN UPSHUR & LEON
ROBINSON

GOASO (GET OUT AND STAY
OUT)

 

JAMELIAH BLOUNT
HOLISTICALLY EMPOWERED

YOUTH, INC
HEYYOUTHINC.ORG

 

TERRI JOHNSON
TERRI E. JOHNSON CLINICAL
CONSULTATIVE SERVICES, LLC
PERSISTENCEISTHEWAY.COM 

 

TAVON COTMAN
LUXURIOUS HUSTLE LLC

 

DANIELLE FRISBY
UNBOXING CHANGE

UNBOXINGCHANGE.COM

 

LARON MARTIN
VIRTUAL VILLAGE

MYVIRTUALVILLAGE.ORG

 

Subject Matter Experts Project Manager
Denea Curry  MadGab Media Group Inc.  
Tiffany Page  Virtual Village Learning Center  
Shymaine Davis  Harford Business Center, LLC  
Danielle Rose Lucas Rose Group  

Danielle Frisby UnBoxing Change
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Entrepreneurship
Across Campus
Conducted
workshop on
entrepreneurship
with our dual
enrollment students
(12) 

Sponsored a youth
to speak about
entrepreneurship at
Symone Center for
the Arts Summer
program (14)

Youth Speaking 

Baltimore County
African American
Festival 
Youth entrepreneurs
showcased their products
during this daylong event (8)

Our annual youth entrepreneurship conference
was held virtually again.  During the year, we
worked with units on campus and within the
community to offer resources for youth.  

YOUTH OUTREACH
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Omar Muhammad, Director MSU EDAC,
Podcast Host
Dawn L. Tucker, Program Coordinator and
Facilitator
Kamalia Blunt, Program Coordinator and
Facilitator
Joe Wynn, The Veterans Entrepreneurs
Training and Services (VETS) Group 
Crystal Showell, Jollycare-rs (In Process)
Retired Head of Contracting Activity and
current Federal Employee
Lonnette Bryan, GSA Federal Solutions and
Retired Federal Employee
Anissa Alston, ALSTNTEC and Destination
Achievers
Roslyn Jones, Women Veterans/Inclusion
Program Manager, MD Department of
Veterans Affairs 
Sharon Jacobs, Strategic Alliance Group, Inc.
and N-STEP, Inc.

Advisory Board & Team Members
 

Formed and held advisory board meeting
5 podcasts  

Episode 1: The Start with Major General
(Retired) Linda Singh
Episode 2: Creating a Nationwide
Program with Sonia Hinds
Episode 3: From Hobby to Business
with Adzekai Kuma Taylor
Episode 4: Multiple Revenue Sources
with Dyotha Rene Sweat
Episode 5: Customer Service as a
business with Crystal Showell

Two webinars 
Webinar 1: W.O.M.E.N. Platform Kick Off
& Understanding Capability Statement
Webinar 2: MSU EDAC W.O.M.E.N. WVE
Veterans Updates and Business
Opportunities

One Entrepreneurial Bootcamp  

Activities from May 1, 2021 to September
30, 2021 
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https://www.edacmorgan.com/women-veteran-entrepreneurs-podcast/episode-1-the-start-with-major-general-retired-linda-singh
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https://www.edacmorgan.com/webinars/webinar-2-women-platform-kick-off-understanding-capability-statement
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2-day Entrepreneurship Training Class (all

participants receive access to an online tool

to help with business planning)

Monthly Podcast 

Annual Symposium

Research 

Minority Business Development Agency 
Formerly Incarcerated Persons Learning
Entrepreneurship

Morgan State University through the EDAC
received a grant from the Minority Business
Development Agency (MBDA) Entrepreneurship
Education Program for Formerly Incarcerated
Persons.  MBDA is committed to leveraging its
capabilities to help increase opportunities that
formerly incarcerated minority persons face in
trying to reenter the workforce. The
Entrepreneurship Education Program for
Formerly Incarcerated Persons will focus on
funding innovative projects to support and
equip formerly incarcerated individuals with the
skills, resources, and network to start their own
businesses. 

EDAC ACTIVITIES 

YEAR 1YEAR 1YEAR 1
IMPACTIMPACTIMPACT



THE
ASSOCIATION

2022

A place where returning citizens build
their enteprise and obtain personal
developement tools.

Ac t i v i t i e s  t h rough  t he  year :

Impact Conference

bit.ly/rideimpact

The Breakthrough
Podcast

bit.ly/wvepodcast

Monthly Entrepreneurship
Bootcamp

www.edacmorgan.com

COMING
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MILLION
earnings

21
PERCENT

Morgan State University Business Center 
EDAC, Suite 302  
4100 Hillen Road 
Baltimore, MD 21218

  

 
 

Contact Us

gross profit

443.885.3663/3261

ridesmallbiz

www.edacmorgan.com
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My name is Aria Sutton and I am the owner of Bailey
Inspections. I began my Lead (Element Pb) Inspection
business in 2019. This business was a way of me
increasing my income and it quickly exceeded my bi-
weekly take home pay. After much thought, I decided
to resign from my full-time position and grow my
Lead Inspection business; this was March 9, 2020.
On March 15, 2020, there was a State of Emergency
put in place for the Corona Virus. The business
began to decline and death tolls began to skyrocket.
I was in search of help for my business. In May of
2020, Morgan State University opened up a Women’s
Business Center. I found this information after being
on an SBA webinar for the DC area. I contacted the
Women’s Business Center and they paired me with
Sonya Hopson. I’m trying to find the words that
would really describe how Sonya’s consistency and
support have helped me grow as a businesswoman.
Sonya’s business manner has the no-nonsense type
of support I was looking for. She has stuck with me
through some tough moments. I soaked up every
conversation because this was the support I was
looking for and had not had with trying to grow my
business. There were times that she would just sit
with me while I was working on projects such as my
business plan for a small business program I was
attending. She helped me understand what it meant
to be a woman business owner and shared her
experiences with me. I was never looking for a
handout and always did the work. I was looking for
what Sonya gave me and that was consistent
support. If she did not know the answer to my
question, she was upfront about it and made
suggestions or recommended someone who could
help me. Sonya is awesome! She made sure to
include me with resources for loans, grants, business
programs, and contests during the height of the
pandemic. It helped build me up as a woman
business owner and that is all I needed. Having
someone to turn to was crucial to my ability to thrive.
I had shared with Sonya how I had been in search of
this support in previous years and had contacted
organizations that have never gotten back to me. I
contacted those organizations again during the
pandemic and still did not receive any assistance.
Sonya was the one who helped me stay grounded
during one of the toughest times as a business
owner.

SONYA HOPSON CLIENT SUCCESS STORY:
ARIA SUTTON, BAILEY INSPECTIONS

Additional Assistance

Jennene Biggins Client Success Story: Aria Sutton,
Bailey Inspections

Another person I want to mention is Jennene Biggins. Sonya
encouraged me to let others know about my services
through marketing my business. I decided to take her advice
and she put me in contact with Jennene. I had seen Jennene
on a marketing webinar held by the Women’s Center and
wanted to work with her. From our first phone call, Jennene
worked with me to bring my ideas to life. She explained
marketing fundamentals in a way that helped me understand
how to effectively let others know what it is that I do. She is
helping me bring my vision to life and I would not have been
able to do this without her. 

To read more success stories, follow us on social media
at:

 
baltmetrowbc
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MILLION
earnings

21
PERCENT

Morgan State University Business Center 
EDAC, Suite 302  
4100 Hillen Road 
Baltimore, MD 21218

The Team 
Ann Frank,  Director 
 

Advisory Board 
Angela Schaffer ,  A2ZVentures LLC
Dayna Cooper,  Cooper Legal ,  LLC
Janice ( Jan)  Walker-Emeogo,  MD Department of  Labor
Karen Pecora-Barbour,  THE BARBOUR GROUP
Nancy Peters,  CACI
QC Jones,  Nolan Mackenzie Development LLC  
Rachel  Jones,  Horton Jones Propert ies,  LLC
Richard Thomas,  The Thomas Firm Inc
Sherry Curry,  PNC Bank
Stepheca M. Sawyer,  Sawyer Syndicate,  LLC
Omar Muhammad, EDAC

 
 

Contact Us

gross profit

443.885.3663/3261

baltmetrowbc

baltmetrowbc.org 
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OCTOBER 1, 2021 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2022
ACTIVITIES

Business development
with external
entrepreneurs
Supporting local
entrepreneurs with
business development
(internships)
Mentorship with
Morgan alum who are
entrepreneurs
Bringing entrepreneurs
into the
classrooms/clubs
One on One Counseling
Entrepreneurs Go to
School Tour
Supporting other
events hosted by
students

Students Entrepreneurs Youth Outreach

Specialized training
(industry based, real
estate investing)
Entrepreneurs going
into the classroom
offering real-world
strategies
Podcast/Video
One on One Counseling 
Entrepreneurship
activities based on
special groups (women,
seniors, returning
citizens, Black men,
veterans)
Mentor Protege
relationships

Virtual Youth
Entrepreneurship
Conference 
Entrepreneurs Go to
School Tour (students
from Morgan visiting
virtually schools)
Participating in events
hosted by schools and
the community 



FY '22 EVENTS 
 

 

Apr

Jun

Jul

SUMMER BUSINESS ACADEMIES

 

 

SUMMER BUSINESS ACADEMIES

 

 

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

May

Aug

Sep
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CASE for Students

CREATE
Community Entrepreneurship Event

JA INSPIRE VIRTUAL

 

 

VISIT WWW.EDACMORGAN.COM TO HEAR MONTHLY PODCASTS FROM ENTREPRENEURS LOCAL AND NATIONAL...

 

 



THANK YOU!

IBM 
CACI

CONSULTANTS

27

Volunteers Local & National
Entrepreneurs

Mid-Atlantic Region MBDA
Advanced Manufacturing Business

Center - Baltimore

EDAC
Baltimore Metropolitan Women
Business Center (SBA)
Returning Citizens Inspired to
Develop Entrepreneurial Ventures
(MBDA)
W.O.M.E.N. (Truist)

Advisory Boards
 

Title III Office 



Contact Us

78
BILLION

MILLION
earnings

21
PERCENT

gross profit

443.885.3663/3261

Morgan State University Business Center 
EDAC, Suite 302  
4100 Hillen Road 
Baltimore, MD 21218

The EDAC Team
Omar S.  Muhammad, Director 
Yvette Racks,  Administrative Assistant

Advisory Board 

 
 

total revenue

edacpreneur

www.edacmorgan.com

Dr. Karen Proudford, School of Business
Mr. Claton Lewis, School of Computer,
Mathematical and Natural Sciences
Ms. Barbara Blount-Armstrong,
Corporations and Foundations Officer
Institutional Advancement
Dr. MaryAnne A. Akers, School of
Architecture & Planning
Dr. Monica Poindexter, School of
Engineering

Ms. Natasha Horton, Truist
Dr. Paul Archibald, Entrepreneur
Mr. Murphy Paschall, Entrepreneur
Mr. N. Scott Phillips, Esq, Entrepreneur
Mr. Ramsey Harris, PNC


